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    1. Oh Oh 2:29  2. Voodoo Voodoo 2:38  3. New York City Bank 2:41  4. Stay By My Side
4:02  5. Queen Of Your Heart 2:51  6. Bahama Mama 3:22  7. Ain't That Kinda Girl 2:29  8.
Gypsy In Me 2:58  9. Tongue Is Tied 2:40  10. Mr. Valentine 2:41  11. Down The Line 3:21  12.
Don't Bring Me Down 2:24  13. Now Go! 2:55    Saara Lehtomäki (SaraLee) — Vocals  Markus
Tiiro — Guitar  Jari Lehtomäki — Double bass  Kimmo Salminen — Drums    

 

  

Queen of Your Heart is the name of our debut album, it includes only our own songs, we are
really proud of that. It is a combination of explosive rhythm ‘n’ blues, sizzling swing and voodoo
rhythms. Songs to the record have collected influence from all over the Europe! “Bahama
Mama” was “born” in Düsseldorf, Germany, whereas “Gypsy in Me” has a strong Spanish vibe.
On the other hand, despite its name, New York City Bank was written in Helsinki.

  

I got quite vivid imagination. Sometimes I just see a situation or end up in some place that just
has to be captured in a song. So basically I can be inspired by some situation or feeling or I just
create a neat melody and go from there.

  

I usually come up with lyrics and melodies and the mood of the song. Then I meet up with
guitarist Markus Tiiro. Together we compose the chord changes and develop ideas further.
Final arrangement we do as a band. --- SaraLee, rockabilly-online.com
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Fantastic album - just came out on the Rhythm Bomb label! All songs are written by the band. A
great mixture of Rhythm 'n' Blues, Rock 'n' Roll, Swing, even alternative Rock elements and
Roots music! This album is definitely a must have for those of you who enjoy artists like 'The
Hillbilly Moon Explosion', the french female roots music singer 'Zaz', 'The Beat From
Palookaville' and for those who just are open to some 'newer' sounds! This is and I really mean
that in a positive way no authentic stuff album - this is really an own style album which definitely
is it worth to listen to it!  If I could give 10 stars it would get 10! A highly recommended A+
release! ---Editorial Reviews, amazon.com
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